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L’AMY AMERICA’S TLG BRAND
COMBINES INNOVATIVE MATERIALS
WITH TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES.

DETAILS
Lightweight and uncomplicated, TLG’s
titanium frames are what every man is looking
for. TLG combines function and technology
in a compelling way through its interesting
material usage and unique hinge and temple
concepts. Designed with pure titanium, this
collection is lightweight, hypoallergenic and
durable, allowing for a fatigue life that can
be trusted.

BACK STORY
TLG’s popularity is due, in part, to an
affordable price point for a 100% titanium
frame, coupled with innovative features,
making them the perfect match for men
looking for something lightweight yet durable,
high-tech but fashionable. Anchored in a

neutral color palette, polished metals, and
earthy wood materials, the collection gives
off an industrial feel with sleek, masculine
designs.

composite mix for longer durability, and the wood
temples include adjustable rubberized tips.
Zipper Temple: With a spring hinge design,
these lightweight and ultra-thin styles function
without added weight or a bulky construction.

WOW FACTOR
The TLG collection is composed of five unique
concepts:
Biform Hinge: This special hinge design offers
dual action flex with a securing close feature.
The ultra-thin acetate sleeves on the temple
ensure a lightweight feel and absolute comfort.
Wood Temple: Titanium front and wood laminate
temples complement and maintain the overall
lightweight quality of this frame. The hidden
flex hinge is injected with a TR-90 and carbon

Integrated Spring Hinge: Featuring a
conventionally soldered front and traditional
shapes, these frames are exclusively designed
for the man who wants a substantial looking
temple without the extra weight.
Fulcrum Tech Hinge: Developed
specifically for this collection, these lightweight
and non-mechanical screwless hinges are
anchored by a central cylinder to maintain the
tension and durability of the temple. n
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